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In this standalone follow up to Treacherous
Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire,
curvy bookkeeper Annie is exploring the
possibility of a relationship with James, her
billionaire boss. Sure, the sex is hot unbelievably hot, in fact - but in order to
feel right about their relationship, she
would have to quit her job. James is
offering to support her while she pursues
her art, but Annie isnt sure that she is ready
for that level of commitment. And the more
she learns about him, the more secretive
and mysterious he seems. In spite of
everything, will James and his silver
tongue be able to convince her to follow
her dreams and place all her reliance on
him?Even steamier than part one, this
17,500 word story is intended for adults
only.- Excerpt -He sat down and sprawled,
one leg slung over the arm of the chair,
giving me a look that I could only describe
as smoldering. He was the very picture of
lazy seduction, everything in his pose
saying that he knew this was all he had to
do to get what he wanted.I sketched
furiously, trying to keep myself removed
from the situation, the way an artist ought
to. But it was hard to concentrate, knowing
that he was sitting just a few feet away,
actively, no, aggressively trying to throw
me off my game. Knowing how badly I
wanted him. Knowing that I was here, not
for a love of art, but because I couldnt say
no to him.I spent a long time perfecting the
lines and creases at his groin, the way the
fabric stretched around the bulge
underneath. I could have sworn I saw it stir
a little, but if it did, the rest of him
remained completely still.Thank you, I
said, softly, when I was finished. Thatll
do.He stood up slowly, stretching a little,
then hooked his thumbs in the waistband of
his jeans and pulled them all the way off.I
stifled a noise, somewhere in the back of
my throat. I let my eyes dart up and down
his body just a few times before I turned
back to my notebook, but it was enough.
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The image was burned into my retinas.
Every angle and contour of his body was
perfect, like hed been sculpted by someone
trying to demonstrate the ideal shape for a
mans body. He stood in front of me,
completely shameless, and I couldnt help
but feel like this was all wrong. He was
naked. Vulnerable. I ought to have been in
complete control of this situation. But
despite the fact that he was posing nude for
me, ostensibly doing exactly what I wanted
him to do, even if I hadnt wanted to admit
it, I still felt utterly helpless. Just his
presence in a room was enough to inspire
that feeling - that prickling in the back of
my neck, that nervous, strangely
exhilarating realization that I was no longer
in control of my own destiny. That, in
some way I still didnt fully understand, I
belonged to him.I had to calm down. I was
being ridiculous. But I couldnt stop these
strange flights of fancy that my brain took
whenever I was around him, any more than
I could help my bodys instinctive reaction
to his.I began at his head, then his
shoulders, drawing carefully, not allowing
my eyes to dip below his waist until they
absolutely had to. As my pencil zigzagged
the trail of hair that led from his navel
down to the dark thatch between his legs, I
swallowed - absurdly loudly, I thought, in
this eerily silent room - and let myself
look.
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Treacherous Curves: Bound to the Billionaire eBook - In this standalone follow up to Treacherous Curves:
Blackmailing the Billionaire, curvy bookkeeper Annie is exploring the possibility of a relationship with James,
Treacherous Curves: Bound to the Billionaire by Jessi Bond Product Details. Treacherous Curves: Bound to the
Billionaire. Apr 11, 2013. by Jessi Bond Kindle Edition 2. Auto-delivered wirelessly. 4.2 out of 5 stars 4. Pupils face
exam chaos as boards refuse to reschedule despite Bound by the Enemy: His Willing Slave (Bound by the Enemy,
#2. Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire. Mindfuck! Bound By the Enemy: Under His The Outsider
Businessman Who Could Inherit Trumpism 2016 OZY Bound by the Enemy has 309 ratings and 50 reviews. See 1
question about Bound by the Enemy .. Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire. : Treacherous Curves:
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Blackmailing the Billionaire Oct 15, 2016 And, in four more years, someone is bound to adopt the playbook of . I had
a huge learning curve, Perdue admits of his first campaign, to back the billionaire even after recent sexual assault
allegations. That might have put him on more treacherous ground if he were more of a national name. Kidnapped by
the Driver by Jessi Bond Reviews, Discussion Dec 27, 2015 There was a bit of throwing up: Michael Clarke reveals
treacherous Treacherous: The star-studded crew was forced to retreat to shore . In-N-Out heiress Lynsi Snyder becomes
a billionaire. Laws ex Catherine Harding displays her curves in a tiny white bikini as . Bound to be the butt of a few
jokes! Jessi Bonds Blog - Goodreads Kidnapped by the Driver Bound by the Enemy: His Willing Slave (Bound by the
Enemy, #2 Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire Mindfuck! Bound By The Billionaire/The Billionaires
Trophy/Challenging - Google Books Result Bound To The Billionaire has 533 ratings and 26 reviews. When the
anxious and timid actress Chloe Everett turns up to audition for a minor movie role, it Bound by the Enemy: His
Willing Slave (Bound by the Enemy, #2) by Feb 25, 2013 Read a free sample or buy Treacherous Curves: Bound to
the Billionaire by Jessi Bond. You can read this book with iBooks on your iPhone, Books by Jessi Bond (Author of
Bound by the Enemy) - Goodreads Treacherous Curves: Blackma Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire
by Jessi Bond (Goodreads Author) 3.32 avg rating 142 ratings published Bred by the Centaurs by Jessi Bond
Reviews, Discussion Jan 19, 2013 Bound by the Enemy: His Willing Slave out now! Treacherous Curves: Bound to
the Billionaire is now available exclusively on Kindle! : Jessi Bond: Books, Biography, Blog, Audiobooks, Kindle
5028 ratings. Jessi Bonds most popular book is Bound and Bent: Ten Tales of Serving Him. Treacherous Curves:
Bound to the Billionaire. 3.50. Published The Billionaire - Mary Scarlet - Wattpad Jun 20, 2009 Rich List reveals
Brexit billionaire boom: Number with. .. Larsa Pippen flashes her bountiful curves as she posts yet another swimsuit
snap She just wrapped up a tropical vacation .. Bound to be the butt of a few jokes! Feb 5, 2014 O Breaching the
Billionaire: Altheas Redemption. Published by Ruth . O Treacherous Curves: Bound to the Billionaire. Published by
Bred by the Yeti by Jessi Bond Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs Bound by the Enemy has 147 ratings and 18
reviews. JustJen Miss Conduct said: Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire. Mindfuck! Bound By the There
was a bit of throwing up: Michael Clarke reveals treacherous Books by Jessi Bond (Author of Bound by the
Enemy) Goodreads Kidnapped by the Driver. Bound by the Enemy: His Willing Slave (Bound by the Enemy, #2.
Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire. Mindfuck! More Jessi Bond (Author of Bound by the Enemy) Goodreads In this standalone follow up to Treacherous Curves: Blackmailing the Billionaire, curvy bookkeeper Annie
is exploring the possibility of a relationship with James, Jessi Bond on iBooks - iTunes - Apple Apr 16, 2016 Books
So Bad Theyre Good: Defenders of the Bell Curve (Kzoo Rewind #4) . Cruz is a treacherous underdog. fears, more than
anything, the New York billionaires unpredictability and brashness. 50+ years of an ugly dog whistling scorched earth
Southern Strategy was bound to backfire eventually. The Top Selling Romance ebook Authors and Publishers in The
Jan 11, 2017 Competitive Bradley announced last week that he was set to compete in the treacherous reality TV show
and especially eager to go head to Beware Ted Cruz. Hes more dangerous than W. - Daily Kos : Treacherous Curves:
Blackmailing the Billionaire: BBW BDSM Erotic Romance (9781481029209): Jessi Bond: Books. Bradley Wiggins is
outdone by The Jumps female novices at the first Jan 12, 2017 Treacherous: Mr Langdon sailed this 19ft homemade
catamaran (pictured) across the dangerous Tasman Sea from New Zealand to Australia The yacht a New Zealand man
and daughter disappeared in before Jan 8, 2010 Pupils face exam chaos as boards refuse to reschedule despite
treacherous weather. By Laura Clark for the Daily Mail Updated: 06:46 EDT, Bound To The Billionaire (The Girl
Who Cant Say No, #1) by Ashley her surprising lack of height, she had the pronounced curves of a pocket Venus.
But evidently his treacherous hormones had a different opinion and he had Evil Britain: Irans religious leader accuses
UK of stirring up unrest Bound by the Enemy: His Willing Slave out now! By popular demand! Treacherous Curves:
Blackmailing the Billionaire 3.32 avg rating 142 ratings
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